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1. [Question regarding last-week's session on usage statistics, COUNTER, and SUSHI]: When I 

download a SUSHI report (json file), how do I open it? I couldn't figure out how to read it. 

 

ExL—There are many apps available that can read JSON files. (JSON files are not specific to the library 

world.) One of the attendees mentioned "Visual Studio Code," and another mentioned this video about 

viewing COUNTER files in Excel: https://youtu.be/AU_DBLi4hSo?t=1279 . Any plain-text viewer 

(Notepad, etc.) will work, and even most internet browsers can display a JSON file, although the data is a 

little messy those two ways. 

 

 

2. Is the Electronic Collections report downloadable? How does the drill down look in 

Excel??  

 

ExL—Yes, nearly all dashboards and reports in Analytics can be downloaded right from the 

Analytics tool. From a Dashboard, select the gear icon  in the upper-right corner and choose 

Export to Excel. You can export just the current tab or the whole Dashboard. The process is 

different when looking at a Report: Scroll to the bottom of the page and select Export. The files 

in Excel look very similar to how they look in the Analytics tool, with tables formatted correctly, 

and graphs as PNG images. 

 

 

3. Is there any way to combine portfolio title with the URL? 

 

ExL—Yes, there are URL parameters in the E-Inventory subject area: for example, Portfolio URL, 

Dynamic URL, etc. 

 

 

4. What does the "upload" button under "tasks" do? 

 

ExL—As far as we know, that isn't used by Alma Analytics. The entire Oracle Analytics system is 

used by many different types of businesses, and they may not use the automated process Ex 

Libris uses to transfer data from your Alma environment into the Analytics system. 

 

 

5. Can I set the RRS to send report to my management? 

 

ExL—With the Alma role of Analytics Administrator, you can create scheduled 

reports/dashboards, and add subscribers who will receive it on a set schedule. You do that from 

within Alma, not from within the Analytics tool. 

https://youtu.be/AU_DBLi4hSo?t=1279
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6. How often is the COUNTER report data in the e-inventory subject area updated vs. the 

usage data subject area? 

 

ExL—Alma pushes data to the Analytics tool every night, so that will include Alma Link Resolver 

usage. However, vendors provide new COUNTER reports only once a month. And acquisitions 

data is only transferred from Alma into Analytics once a month. 

 

 

7. Where is this report getting the 'Cost' data from? Invoice costs? Order line item price? 

 

ExL—Cost = The price of the transaction of type "expenditure" for the invoice line of the PO 

line. 

 

 

8. What would be a good use case for the Overlap P and E? Merging records, or collection 

weeding? 

 

ExL—Usually weeding of physical materials, or moving to off-site storage, etc. 

 

 

9. If there were multiple items in the inventory for an electronic title, would the different 

MMS IDS show up in the analysis? 

 

ExL—Yes, the multiple MMS IDs will display, including if there are multiple electronic matches. 

 

 

10. Where can I get guidance for adding costs of a database into Alma? We don't use Alma for 

managing POs for example, but I'd still like to take advantage of these analytics for cost 

per use. 

 

ExL—As far as we know, the only way to get costs into Alma is to use POs.  
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11. Does Alma combine link resolver data with COUNTER data? 

 

ExL—No, those are in separate Analytics Subject Areas. You'd have to use some of the tricks for 

combining data from different subject areas. See the documentation on Analytics 

(https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(

English)/080Analytics) and the training on Becoming an Expert 

(https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/Webinars/Alma_Analytics%3A_Become_

an_Expert).  

 

 

12. Ok so COUNTER is more accurate than the link resolver due to link in record title records 

in PrimoVE? 

 

ExL—The Alma Link Resolver is only used to get patrons to full text when there isn't a direct link 

to full text in the CDI. Therefore, the "usage" counts from the Link Resolver will often only be 

for providers that didn't give direct links to Ex Libris to add to the CDI. COUNTER statistics come 

from the vendors, and count how many times patrons from your institution viewed full-text 

resources on the vendor's platform, regardless whether the patron got there by direct CDI link, 

by Alma Link Resolver, or by navigating directly to the provider's website and finding the full 

text. However, not all vendors provide COUNTER usage reports, so sometimes Alma Link 

Resolver usage stats are the only ones you can get. 

 

 

13. What coding is the system using for free vs not-free in the newly activated portfolios and 

collections tab of the E-inventory dashboard? 

 

ExL—There is a field in the portfolio record labeled "Is Free," and it will be set to yes or no, 

either by you in your Institution Zone version of the resource, or by default in the Community 

Zone. 

 

 

14. Can you explain how it determines cost for one title full text in a big aggregate database? 

 

ExL—Unless there is cost data at the individual portfolio, Analytics will take the total cost of the 

collection and divide it equally to each portfolio. 
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15. Does the user set up the analytics dashboard? I'm a relatively new eResources Technician 

and Alma is prompting me to "add content" to the dashboard. Does the system, or eRes 

Lib set this up? Note: I realize this is an individual question. 

 

ExL—The dashboards Kevin was showing are provided "out-of-the-box" by Ex Libris. The place 

where Analytics is suggesting you add content is the "My Dashboard" page when you first 

launch the Design Analytics tool. You can build your own page of reports there, but only you 

can see those. You can also build Dashboards from analytics reports and share them with 

others, just as Kevin built an Overlap report and shared it in Alma. 

 

 

16. Can you add counter usage for the e to the overlap P & E -- the demo only has loans for p? 

 

ExL—We didn't try that, but it's a great idea! It's a bit difficult to do, because that particular 

Overlap report uses the Titles subject area, which doesn't have e-resource usage data. So, you'll 

have to follow the instructions for adding data from a second subject area.  

 

 

17. [Regarding looking through the list of values and measures in the subject area list] The 

search icon really helps with finding options. It's probably me but bits seemed to be 

buried in odd places. 

 

ExL—Thanks for the reminder! There are a lot of tricks in Analytics that we didn't do today due 

to time. In fact, the Become an Expert session (linked above) has eight hour-long sessions just 

on Alma Analytics and even that doesn't cover every detail! 

 

 

18. Is there a glossary somewhere that defines all of these terms (such as a definition of 

"titles (normalized)")? 

 

ExL—The Analytics Documentation page has terminology, lists of data from the different 

Subject Areas, and more. 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(E

nglish)/080Analytics 
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19. Can you demo editing a pre-made dashboard? Both edits that apply to the whole 

dashboard and with edits that apply only to one report within the dashboard. 

 

ExL—We didn’t have time to demonstrate that during this session, but it can be done. See the 

training session #4 ("Creating and Managing Dashboards in Analytics") in the series Alma 

Analytics: Become an Expert 

(https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/Webinars/Alma_Analytics%3A_Become_

an_Expert) 

 

 

20. Could you clarify the difference between analytics in Alma and Primo? 

 

ExL—Primo Analytics are more structured than Alma Analytics. See the Overview of Primo VE 

Analytics for an explanation: 

(https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/Primo_VE

_(English)/140Primo_VE_Analytics/010Overview_of_Primo_VE_Analytics) 

 

 

 

[The following questions are regarding the ERM Exam]  

 

21. Can you take the exam more than once? To try and improve your grade if needed? 

 

ExL—Yes, you can take the exam again. 

 

 

22. What is a passing grade on the exam? 

 

ExL—You need to answer 70% of the questions correctly to pass the exam and receive the 

Certificate of Completion. 

 

 

23. Is there a deadline to take the exam? 

 

ExL—The exam will close two weeks after it becomes available. Because we don't know exactly 

when that will happen, we have to wait until then to announce the deadline. 

 

 


